
Know Your Code 

Whether your team is next door or on the other side of the world, Hawkeye 

Monitor will continuously monitor all development, all the time, to highlight any 

new hazards that could harm the business.  

Automatically and consistently apply your quality policies across the board – 

wherever they are. It is that simple. 

Hawkeye Transport Control eliminates the guesswork, and the rework, when 
releasing transports. 

Hawkeye Transport Control will help tech leads identify dependencies, errors, or 

quality issues before releasing transports. With Hawkeye Transport Control, each 

project team can set up automatic quality gates and understand exactly what needs to 

be done for a smooth release to your QA landscape.  

Make informed and precise decisions for each transport. 

Hawkeye APOD helps developers improve their programming skills and 
conform to corporate guidelines.  

Oversight alone is not the answer. APOD will help programmers effortlessly con-

form to corporate requirements, with easy access to documentation about each 

rule. The result? All code is consistent and all developers are aware of and can ap-

ply accepted best practices every day, all the time.  

Help the team easily adjust to rigorous and consistent coding expectations. 

Daily compliance scan of all modified code. 

Non-compliant code in APOD. 

Dependencies and coding errors in transports. 



Know Your Code 

Hawkeye Landscape Consistency is a safeguard against configuration 
discrepancies in the landscape.  

The last thing you want is to find out that some services are not available after 

you complete testing, release transports, and start QA. Hawkeye Landscape 

Consistency compares an identified reference system with all others in the 

landscape to uncover configuration issues that will hamper the development 

process. 

 Improve reliability and performance of ABAP 
custom code 

 Stabilize production applications 
 Ensure compliance to corporate coding standards 
 Improve unit test coverage 
 Establish automatic quality gates  
 Eliminate issues when releasing transports 
 Ensure consistency across the landscape 

Inconsistencies detected — missing services in P. 

Inadequate unit testing. 

Hawkeye Unit Test Monitor helps all developers ensure that adequate 
testing is done before they release their work. 

Using built-in SAP functions, Hawkeye Unit Test Monitor will monitor and 

provide developers and tech leads with access to code coverage statistics for 

all ABAP being built or modified. Too often, unit test cases miss important 

branches, procedures or methods. UTM will highlight exactly what was tested 

and what remains to be tested. 

It’s not done until the code is adequately covered during the testing. Minimize 

costly mistakes in QA or production because of incomplete testing.  

The newest addition to the Hawkeye product line, Hawkeye Stabilization provides a 
smart approach to optimize custom code to eliminate disruptive issues in production. 

Co-developed with one of Canada’s largest telecoms, this add-on will continuously monitor short 

dumps and performance issues in production to identify disruptive custom code.   

Have access to information for surgical and precise intervention to help improve performance and 

make custom code more reliable. 

CodeExcellence provides monitoring and 
transparency tools to help minimize risks in 
complex development environments. 

Contact us for a free assessment of 

all your custom code. 

info@codeexcellence.com 
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